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CRYSTALLINE PHASES OF THE SILICATE SLAG 
CHAPTER I 
ramoDUGTior

The experimental work described in this thesis is9 in general̂  a 
continuation of the work of E0 JQ Meyer

It has become evident to those of the smelting industry that a 
better understanding of the physical and chemical properties of the 
silicate slag would be advantageousg scientifically and = economically0 
For this reason much research has been dome and needs.to be done to 
obtain a clearer insight into the complexities of the silicate slag®

There is. little early • information on -slags® Agrlcola^) mentions 
slags in his classic on metals3 but he makes no attespt' to explain their 
character o By the 1850'8ss however s some definite concepts had been 
developed in,relation to the slag® Perey^^ in 1861 wrote of the ratio 
of the oxygen in the acid (SiOg) t® that in the basic groups (RO and 
RgO^)s but was uncertain whether silica should be designated as SiO^ or 
SiÔ -s The researchers of this period were hampered by the lack of proper ■ 
equipment® Particularly needed was an accurate high temperature measuring 
device® However3 as far as it could be determined by this author it

(1) Meyer9 E® 3oS The Phases of the Silicate Slags University of 
Arizona Thesis 5 1%9 o

(2) Agric©la3 GoS De Re Metallieap translated by Mr® and Mrs® H® C® 
Hoover from the first Latin edition of 1556a The Mining Magazine, 
Salisbury Houses Londons E® C®s 1912s p® 379s 381®

(3) Percy9 J®s Metallurgy3 London; John lurray3 Albemarle. Streets
186lg p® 22®



remained for Beftaao'1 ' 9 .between-1908*1910, t» use the iem3 silicate 
is new widely used 3s. the d©seyipti©B of slags 9 

It was- net until■ the- tarn ©f the eenttiry that imvestlgaters of 
5 began to apply the methods atid principles of physical chemistry,, 

the equilibrium, eonoept as had been presented by Sibbs^9  ̂as 
in 1903 did the first extensive iirorfc ©s the 1 
phases in slowly cooled slags0 He made fusion 

by microscopic' examination^ and could detect only 
mono- and bi~silics;bes 0 He concluded9 therefore? that the other

were si^)ly mixtures of metallic oxides^ aonô -silicatess bi«
silicates and sili©a»/ Day: and Shepherd̂  ‘ ̂ , in .1906. did painstaking work :. 
oa the 21me=>slllea ̂ system0. . Sheperd and Ba,nkiâ " ̂ $. 1909 9 studied the 
binary systems of alumina with’silicâ  lime and magnesia0 ’ .

It is to be noted that before-the equilibrium method of eicaminatloB 
there was difficulty in correlating a particular solid-liquid relationship 
of the molten mixture with a certain temperature o Seger cones had .been \. 
used to determine the softening of fusion .points ©f the slags© Cooling 
curves and viscosity measurements . were also employed© - However j, all

,Hofmans H0 0o9 General Metallurgys McGraw-Hill̂  Incog 1913@
, Po h3ho
Gibbs j, • J«, -1© 9 Equilibrium, of Heterogenous Substances 9 Transactions

:g #1© Illg 1876© . ' .

$> ) o p 0p6 cat ©

XXFIII p. 1906 5 p o 1089o : . ; ,
Shepherd and Ranking American Journal of Science3 Fol© I909,
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of preeisien left' aaeh to be deslredc 
Bat iffitb the ad.wnt of', the quenehizig technique, followed by 
examination the lowest temperature at which a slag mixture 
liquids io©os the point oh the liquidus lines -eould. be determined with.

As i© an explanation of the mechanism of
as the- temperature, is raised the weaker bonds are 

firsts producing a very viscous, liquid containing aggregates of the-
fgea,
sroken up

By 1910 instrmaents and: techhl'ques had been 'developed t© the point 
3 investigators could study properties of the slag as related to the 

point with some precision0 Iei19123 Pulton̂  / made some rough
viscosity measurements'=of copper smelting reverberatory slags: and 
examined' them from the chemical and mineralogies! standpointss but 
without important results o . la 1918 Feild^^^ developed a viscosity 
measuring device and made precision viseosity determinations of a :

of the GaÔ AlgÔ -SiOg diagraaio - From his work; h© cohcluded that
w(l) the viseosity of a quintuple point is a amcimm- with, regard to the 
surrounding fi@ld9 (2). along a binary,system•the binary'eutectie has a 
minimum viscosity9 whereas the binary system as a whole has a. minimum

(9) Bort@n9 Fe Ho s B@fraet©ries9 McGraw-Hill3 lne03 19423 p0 385 o
FPlton9 Go Hop Transactions■of the American Institute of Mining 
and Metallurgical Engineers3 fol* 44s '1912s pp, 751-780o..

) : Fe"dld9 Ao 1q.9 U0 .S« Bureau oi



viseesity with regard, t© the suMfcmndifltg' fieldo'*: H@ .sumised therefore .. 
that minerals9 as determined'la the solid statea also had an effeet In 
the Hqnid, state and that a- rough equilibrium, dia^am eould be worked out 
from viscosity measurements alone if so desired<, jfeQafferŷ Ô’ im 1923 
eontinued the work of Feildo He and his associates studied a portion ©f 
the quaternary system G&O-AlgO^SiOg-MgO that corresponded t© the iron 
blast furnace slagsg and indicated advantages-that might be obtained by 
using the diagram in slag calculationse

In 1926 Lang- had noted the work -©f Feild-and MeCaffery on the 
iron blast furnace slags but was not convinced that the work could be 
applied to. the. -mofe eer^lex slags formed., in non-ferrous smelting 
operationŝ  He pointed outs howevers that ordinary furnace slags, did 
mot" form aaeh heterogenous-mixed compounds as could be attributed to 
them by the silicate degree' method of calculation$, and suggested that 
the slags'should be described in terms of mineral composltlqn*

In 1933 Ê osnjakg BOwen and Schalrer^^^ published results @f the 
GaO^FeO^SiO^'system0 But if was not until 1942 that the quaternary

o InOaO-FeOWHgOg-SiOg was -

(12) lfoCaff©ry9 B© S»£,; Transactions ©f the Merle an Institute of Mining 
and Metallurgical Engineersg V©1<, 6% 1923a p* 606©
langg Hoy Studies in Slag FoEmatioBj, Engineering and Mining 
Journal 1,. Vol® LXXIp 1926s pp© 485=4900 . .
B©t,fe% Sehairerj,-J© Fo p Possjaky lop The System GaOeFeO^

. SiOgs journal of Meriean Seieae@9 fol©, H FI9 Sept©, s 1933«
(15) Sehalrerp J0 F0 s The System GaÔ FeO-̂ iloÔ SiOpa Journal of 

. .American Ceramic Societyg ?ol0 25 10) s .1942S pp» 241-274o



is of psrtieular- interest to the copper'. 
furnace metallurgists for most ©f the slags are of. such 

fall within this ' join0 ■ . 1 '

mineral phases in slags He concluded s (l)' slags formed, in the . - 
laboratory ■without a reducing agent contain a considerable amount of 
ferrie ironj (2) the ferric iron content of the slags can be e©ntf@ll©4:; 
with flouri (3) a slowly cooled laboratory formed slag contained synthetic 
Wollastoait© (CaÔ SlOg); (4) on©. slowly cooled smelter .slag. eontain©,̂

2) $ a second contained Akermarife . (8Ga0t>4Mg0°9Si02) '
,g and.a'third contained Wollastoniteg 

crystalline phases, could not be detected by M^er in normlly cooled 
due- to the similarities of the melting points of 

laboratory formed fusions having compositions similar to smelter slags 
and those of the mineral phases embodied in the diagram ©f Sehairer9 
Meyer agrees with .Lang1 s- auggeBtio.ns namelythat-the caleuls.tion ©f .

' smelter charges on the basis of mineral constituents -will, result in the 
'production of slags' having better physical properties 9 especially -lower ' - 
melting pointso ■ - -
v The experimental work of -this thesis will consist of a'-further study 

. ©f slowly cooled smelter slags and ©f./slowly cooled laboratory slags in '



CHAPTER IX
EQUIPJffiHTj MIEBIALSp BIPERBEHTAL PROCEDURES

EQHIPMEIT
The furaaees used for the fusion of the.laboratory slags were a 

Harper electric furme'e9 a gas fired pot furnace p. and a high frequency 
induction furnace» These furnaces are shown in Figures la 2S and 3 
respectivelyo /

The Harper, furnace was equipped with a silicon carbide muffles 
lig by 6 by 5i inchess and was heated by eight silicon carbide Globar 
type elementso The currents from a 5-kilovolt-ampere transformer3 was 
regulated by a Brown free vane electronic controller. The furnace was 
capable of attaining a temperature of 1400® C03 but was not operated 
above 1350® Co The temperature readings of the electronic controller 
were checked with a platinum# platinum-rhodlum thermocouple and a 
Leed1® and Morthrup potentiometer0

The pot furnace# 10 inches in diameter by 10 inches deep# was of 
the usual designo The fuel was natural gas# air being supplied by a 
«centrifugal blower0 Temperatures up to 1350® C0 were attainedo

. The induction furnace# 3 inches in diameter by 5 inches deep# was 
cooled by water circulating around the graphite crucibles Current was 
supplied by a 220=volt# 100-ampere high frequency converter0 4.
xmjdicma temperature of 2200® G @ could be attainedo 
mmiAis

Samples of copper smelting reverberatory slags were prepared by 
the Magma Copper Company at the Superior# Arizona plant. The slags 
were allowed to solidify in slag pots and then dumped. The slag 
masses were conical in shape# six feet in diameter at the base# eight
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FIGURE 1 - Photograph
of Harper electric

FIGURE 2 - Photograph
of gas fired pot furnace
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FIGURE 3 - Photograph of induction furnace.



feet high and weighed approximately 17 tenso' fh@-e©n©s-were.broken 
open and samples were taken as near to the center as -possible# dr ' - 
where erystaHiBatien was in greatest evidence»

.Qhanleals used for preparing laboratory slags were chemically 
pure lime s silicas alumina and ferrous oxalate0 '
-mS EIMBim PROCEDURE
. fhe materials used in the preparation of the laboratory slags 
were weighed on a flux balance and mixed by rollinĝ  brushing9 and 
screening through $0=mesho Fusions to form the slags were made in 
iron9 graphite and fire clay crucibles ©f various sizeso- The slags 
were - maintained at a particular temperature in the Harper electric • 
furnae@0 ■

'Slags formed in fire.clay crucibles were separated from the 
crucibles by initially chipping away as much as possible and grinding 
off the remainder of the crucible on a motor driven emery belto The 
slags usually separated from the iron crucibles without difficulty<>
The slags were crushed in a steel anvil and ground to minus 100-mesh 
in a agate mortar o.

Samples of the slags for chemical analysis were fused with sodium 
carbonate in a platinum crucible at 1000° C0 and analysed for silica9 
aluminag lime and total iron as ree©amended by Seott^^^ Q The ferrous 
iron content, was determined by the method as. described by Washington'

(17) Forman9 lo HoS Scott8s Standard Methods of Chemical Analysiss Do 
Fan Mosfrand- Coo Zb60§ Fifth Edition̂  fol* Ilg p«'29309

(IS) Washington9 H<, Soj, The Chemical Analysis of Rocks9 John Wiley, 
and Sonss Fourth Edition9. p0 213» ■ -



To determine the Identity of crystalline phases present̂  if any9 
indices of refraction of the crystals were ascertained by examining 
crushed fragments immersed in oils of different indices with a lefts 
microscopeo Photographs of the crushed fragments were mad© using a 
leitss mieroseop© and Eastman erthoehromtic fila=



CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK

PART Is LABORATORY FORMED SLAGS

As previomsly mntloned,. the eeropdsitlMi' of most slags resultlsg 
from the smelting of copper ores in the reverberator̂  furnaeeg when 
plotted on the. eqnilibriym diagram of the System GaÔ AlgOĝ PeÔ SlGg as 
presented by Sehairer 9 fall on ©r close to the join SiOĝ anorthit®̂  
PqO-^9^0 This join is shown in Figure 4 and the compositions therein 
were used as a guide for the six series of fusions described in this 
paper0 The initial conposition ©f the charge used to form the slags ̂ 
within ea@h Series 1 through 4j> m s  the sam©0 The desired compositions 
Series 1 to 4 inclusive9 are shown as points As J9 Gs and B respectively

Series H©o Is Charges having compositions corresponding to A on
4 ' '■ '■ - .. ■

In order to determine whether crystals could be formed with the 
equipment available s a charge was chosen having a composition in which 
the tendency toward crystallisation would be favorable* Therefore 
Composition ks which was well within the anerthite phase was chosen© 
This desired composition and the amounts ©f reagents used t© ©btain it 
are shewn in Table l#Ao The amounts ©f flour addeds initial and final 
temperatures2 ferrous.and ferric oxide oeatemt% and results @f Fusions

Sehairers J0 F0 s 0pe ©it© s p© 252$
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FIGURE 4 - Equilibrium diagram of the join SiO^-anorthite-FeO as
published by J. L. Schairer in the paper. The System
CaO-FeO-SiO -A1 0 . The Journal of the American Ceramic 2 2 3
Society, Vol. XXV, (No. 10), June 1942, pp. 241-274.



1 threiagh 4 laelusiTe are givea izi Table l«Be The imdleated meltlmg . 
p©iat aeo©rdisg t© She .diagr’am shewB- ia Figtxre 4 was 1278 Go / Table 1«*G 
gives' the chemleal analysis and the phase identified in Slag 4S the 
©nly slag that contained crystals of sufficient sise t© be identified 
«ith the petrographie zaieroseopeo ■

Photographs of crushed fragments of Slag ks sised to minus 100 
pins 150 meshs are shorn in 5A and 5B»

: TABiJB "1 *A .8  CoHposition and reagents used fsr: Fasims 1 through 4«

BES2S1D COMPOSITION PEE CE1T (a) . mms' i
-SiQ2 ■ GaO y' AI2O3 - . FeO 'Si0 2 :Al2°3 GaO
45o45 10=45 . 19=1 25=0 12=65 5=7 3=15 18=75

• (a) Gorresponds t@ 52 per sent anorthite

TABLE l«#Bg Coaditiens and resalts ©f Pttsions-1 thremgh 4»

10= w m m
SIMS

TEMPERATURE a 
BE®EiS G 0

ANALYZED3
PER GENT

CONDITIONS AND BEMARKS :
(b) INITIAL

Ce)
FINAL
(d)

FeO' Fe^O^

1 0=6 1350 3=7. 13,2 Maintained 24 hours at 
1180® Ge with ©rwible 
Bnceveredi fusien Incomplete

2 1=6 27; 1280 . =»=»===i : Sintered'
3 2=0 . _ 27 1280 Sintered
'4", 0=6 : 1280 ; 1315 15=1 1.5 Maintained 24 hours at 

115O0 Co with crmeible„ 
ceveredj slag Termed. : - -
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FIGURE 5a - Slag 4, 6$x, Nicols not crossed, A represents 
anorthite, G represents glass particles. Time 
of exposure for the negative, 5 seconds.

FIGURE 5b - Slag 4> &5x, same as above except Nicols are crossed, 
G represents glass and A represents anorthite. Time 
of exposure for the negative, 55 seconds.
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TABLE 1-G? Chemical analysis and phases, identified in Fusion 4«

NO* ANALYZED COMPOSITION, PER CENT PHASE IDENTIFIED (b)

4
SiOg GaO FeO F@2°3

Anorthite (a)49 * A 9*3 21*8 16*5 1*4
(a) By petrographie microscope
(b) A sample of Fusion 4 was examined by X—ray diffraction methods by 

the Franklin Institute which confirmed the presence of anorthite0 
No other compounds could be detected̂

Interpretation of results: ,

Referring to Fusion 1 in Table 1~BS which was charged at room 
temperature and fused with the crucible uncovered,, a large percentage 
of the iron became oxidised to ferric oxides namely 13o2 per cento In 
Fusions 2 and 3 the temperature was not sufficiently high to bring 
about complete fusion* In Fusion 4S which was charged when the furnace 
was up to temperature and fused, with the crucible coveredg a relatively 
small amount of iron oxidized to the ferric states namely 1*5 per cento 

Referring to Table 1-0 s Slag 4 contained crystals which were 
identified as anorthite* Slag 1 did not contain crystals that could 
be identified̂  apparently because of a poorly formed slag and the high 
ferric iron content*

The composition of Slag 4 changed considerably from the original 
desired composition as compounded* The change was likely due to the 
reaction of the charge with the fire clay crucible0 However9 in spite 
of the discrepancy anorthite did form*
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Series Ho0 2s Charges having eaHpOsltlons eorrespoadlng to J on 
i. ' Figure 4 ; ; : . .

1 In this group of fusions it ms attempted t© form a slag ef 
compos it ion Js tMs being the point at x'sbieh the three phases . ■ ,
TridymitSs xta©rthiteP aad Fayalite are ia equilibrium0 TheeretieaUy 
slags of this composition should contain all three of these phases 
when'selido; ;

iiouble was eaeomtered ia this series' maintaining the iron in 
the ferrous state ■with the amount of flow as recosasended by Meyer 0 
f© determine if the charging temperature affected the results the 
initial;temperature was varied as shorn ia: Fusions. 6 through 10e The 
flour was varied in Fusions U  through 150- The results are shorn la 
Table 2#Bo _ ' ' : ; : ;- _-V : - ■ ,y -

The desired, composition and the amounts of the reagents used for 
Fusions 6 through 15 are shown in Table 2-A0 In Table 2—B the amounts 
of flow addedp initial and final temperaturess and results ©f Fusions 
6 through 15 are given® The melting point according to the equilibrium 
diagram was 1070^ C® - \ ' - ■

TAB1E Be&g Composition and reagents "a-sed f®r .Pasioas 6 through 15®

- BES1B1D COSPOSlTlOMp PEE CENT (a) ; : REAGENTS ADDED3 GROB
■Si02 ' CaO - F©©' Slpg. ;'.r2°3. . CaO \
44o65 5*65 : '10o3 : 39=4 13ei4 1*7 ' 29„$
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TABIE 2^Bt Conditions and results of Fusions 6 through 15o

HOo FLOUR
GEMS
(b)

'BFERATUREs 
DEGRESS Ga

C0HDIT10IS AID. EEMffiKS
HITML
(e)

FIML
(d)

6 1«5 570 1150 Sintered
7 lo5 ’ 735 1150 Sintered
8 1=5 960 1160 Sintered

9 lo5 1080 H80 Loss duo't© excessive boiling
10 1*5 1160 1160 Loss due to excessive boiling
• JLL- OoO 1080 1180 Started to- fuse in the center
12 1,0 1080 1180 Formed somewhat̂  but boiled too much 

t© be ©f value
13 2,0 1260 1160 Excessive boiling -. h

14 6,0 1049 ■ 2180 Incomplete fusion

15 10 o0 1040 2180 Slag formed̂  but contained much 
reduced iron

(b)-Added to maintain iron in ferrous state 
(e) Charging temperature .
(d) Temperature during fusion

Interpretation of results:

Referring to Table 2-Ba as shown by Fusions 6 through 10s 
temperature variations for charges did not bring about complete -
fUSiOBo ' : - '
; Fusions 11 through 15 were made with varying amounts of flour and 

the results indicated that the. slags could be fused by using flour -in 
excess of the amounts suggested by Meyero These slags s howevers due 
to excessive boiling' and the formation ©f metallic inclusions wer©



As indicated from the data of Table 2=B none ef the slags formed 
well enough to warrant ehemieal analysis or examination with the 
petrographio mleroseope*  ̂ .
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Series'HOo 3% Charges having■oempositieas corresponding to G on 
Figore 4 ' .

• f© . determine whether the diffieulties eneonntered in Series lo0 2 
wer© due :t© the initial e©aip@s itien9: and t© aseertain the amonnt of 
flew necessary to bring about satisfaetery slags of composition Gs 
within the Anorthite phase3 Fusions 16 thromgh 21 were made0 To 
Investigate the possibility that a small, amomt of formed slag added 
to the mechanical mixture of oxides might produce a satisfactory slag9 
Fusion 22 was inade0 The flour was again varied in amount in Fusions 
16 through 21o

In Table 3~A are shown the composition and the amounts of reagents 
used in Fusions; 16 through 22o The amounts of flour addeds initial 
and final temperatureŝ  and results of Fusions 16 through 22 are given . 
in Table The ferrous and ferric" oxide contents are given for
Fusions 185 19  ̂21s and 22, The melting point according to. the 
equilibrium diagram was. 1180° Go

Table 3̂ 0 gives the chemical analysis and'phases identified in 
Fusions 18 and 21 with the petrographie ai<m>scope»

Photographs of crushed fragments of Slag 189 siaed to minus 100 
plus 150 mesh3 are shown in Figure- 6A and SB,

TAB3LE 3̂ At Composition and reagents used for Fusions lo through 21,.

DESIRED COllPGSITIONj, PER CENT Ca) REAGENTS ADDEDs GRAMS
Si°2 ' CaO : % Fed

. -■ sto$ AlgO-j. . CaO FeG204o2H2°: ■
47,28 8,04 14,68 30,0 14,2 4,4 2*4 22,5 '

(a) Corresponds to; 40 per cent anorthite



FIGURE
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6a - Slag 18, 65x, Nicols not crossed. A represents 
anorthite, G represents glass particles. Time 
of exposure for the negative, 5 seconds.

6b - Slag 18, 65x, same as above except Nicols are crossed. 
G represents glass and A represents anorthite. Time 
of exposure for the negative, 55 seconds.
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TABLE 3=Bg Conditions and results ©f Fusions 16 through 21©

mo. FLOUR
GRAMS-
(b)

TEMPERATURE ̂ 
DEGREES Go

ANALYZED,
PER GENT

GOroiTlONS AND REiERKS
imiTim
Cc)

FINAL
Id)

FeO

16 2©0 1125 1270 — —f Boiled excessively
17 3«0 1125. 1270 —

9 ■
Incomplete fusion

18 4<s0 1150 1250 25 ©4 ,0o8 Maintained 24 hours at 
1080® Co, slag formed

19 6o0 1150 1250 25 ©9 0*9
. zMaintained 24 hours at 

1080® Co| slag formed
20 10©0 1070 1250 — Maintained 24 hours at 

820° Cog slag formedg 
metallic iron on bottom

21 4o0 1090 1260 2106 4*2 Incomplete fusion, 
considerable hard crust

22 4oG 1090 1260 25*8 3*8 Added 1*5 gm© of Slag 17| 
slag formed

(b) Added to maintain iron in the ferrous state
(e) Charging temperature
(d) Temperature during fusion

TABIS 3=Cg Ghemieal analysis and phases identified in Fusions IB
and.21©

10. ANALYZED COMPOSITION, PER CENT PHASE IDENTIFIED.
Si02 CaO AlgÔ FeO Fe203

18 49*1 7o5 18*4 25o4 0©8 toorthite
21 ' . ' 51o0 7*7 IB©? 4©2 Glass (a)
Anisotropic crystals were present which were apparently anorthite , 
but were too small, to be identified with certainty©
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Interpretation of results2

The results given in Table 3=B she® that the incomplete fusions 
encountered in Series 2 were not corrected by changing the compositiome 
Fusions 16 through 20 indicated that at least 4 grams of flours or 
approximately 7 times the flour as recommended by Meyer5, were, required 
before the slags would form* Howevera as shorn by Comparing Fusions 
18 and 2XS the results were not always reprodueable with the use of 
excessive amounts of flouro In number 18 the slag formed with little 
crustg .with 0o8 per cent ferric oxide9 while in number 21 the slag 
formed with considerable crust and contained 4o2. per cent ferric oxidec, 
Fusion 22 formed satisfaetorilys but the ferric iron content̂ , namely • 
3o8 per cent ferric oxide9 was higher than that of Fusion 18 which 
contained 0o8 per cent ferric oxide* . •

Referring to Table 3“G$, Slag 18 3 the formation of crystals of 
anorthite of sufficient sige to be. identified by the writer was likely ■ 
due to the composition of the slag9 and to the fact that it was 
maintained at a high temperature for 24. hours 0.

Like Slag 4 in Series 1 the composition of Slags 18 and 21 
changed to an appreciable extent from the original desired eompesition0 
The change was likely due to the reaction of the slag with the fire 
clay crucible@ .



The purpose of this series ms to ascertain if slags could be 
formed which contained fajalite0 .... . - '

To determine the amount of flour necessary to form satisfactory 
slags of composition .Ds in the fayalite field. Fusions 23 through 34 
were made® Fusions 29s 30, and 31 were made to investigate the possi? 
bility of forming satisfactory slags by using iron obtained by ealein- 
itig the COg from ferrous oxalate at 400° 0o In Fusions 33 and, 34 =. portions 
of flour from the lot used by Meyer were employed®

In Table .4=4 are shown the composition and the amounts of reagents 
used in Fusions 23 through 34° The amounts of flour added3 initial and 
final temperatures, and results of Fusions 23 through 34 are given In 
Table 4~Bo The ferrous and ferric oxide contents are given for Fusions 
239 27, and 2S„ The melting point according to the equilibrium diagram 
was 1115° Go . .

TABIS 4̂ 4° Composition and reagents used for Fusions 23 through 34®

DESIRED COMPOS 1TI0H, PER GMT (a) REAGENTS ADDED, GRAMS
SiOg ■ CaO . AlgCy FeO Si02-.A12°3 CaO
39=67 5=43 9=9 45=0 11*9 3=0 1=6 33.75

(a) Corresponds to 27 per cent anorthife



T4JBIE 4”B= (SfflBditioBs and results ©f Fusiens 23 thromgti 34o

10 c,
GRS$S
(b)

mFERATOREs 
BECBEES Go

ANALYZED,
PER GENT

CONDITIONS AE) HEH6BKS
INITIAL
C@) :

HBAL 
' (d) ;

FeO. ; Fe2°3

23 0o8 1040 1230 2C26 ■ 41o2 Sintered-
24 3»0 1040 1230 «=,=.=»=i» . Sintered
25 4o0 1010 1230 ; Slag formed, but reacted 

with crucible-
26 4o0 1080 1230 Less due t© essessiT© 

belling '
27 ;60o 1080 1230 33o6 4o 4 Slag formed| endeavored 

to get all of. slag out 
of crucible for a - sample

2S 8*0 1010 1230 31o6 0,9 Slag formed|■little. 
reaetion with the 
Crucible . ' "■.

29 IcO 1000 1215 : Bsed calcined. ferrous .. 
oxalatê e) slag formed 
satisfactorily

!:■. 30 6o0 1000 1215 Used calcined ferrous, 
oxalate(®); reddish slag 
formed ■ -

i- 31 1o5 1050 1220 Used, calcined ferrous 
oalate^®); b@il8.d;to#:.; 
aaaeh. t@ be @f value

: ' 32 1.5 1050 1220 Used uncalcined ferrous 
oxalates fusion, was 
satisfactory.

33' 0„8 1010 1230 Used flour that was 
originally used by Meyer; 
boiled excessively

34 0o8 1010 1230 Used flour that was 
originally used by Meyer $ 
boiled excessively

(b) Added-to jmlntain iron in-ferrous state- ..
(c) Charging temperature
...(d) Teiperature during fusion , .
(e) Caleiaed at 400® Cc for 3 hours



Interpretation of results? ,

Referring to Table 4-*® it was also found that in this phase, the 
flour recommended by Meyer did. not bring about complete fusion* 
Approximately six times the amount recommended was needed to bring 
about satisfactory slags» But as shown by the results of Slag 25 
which formed̂  and Slag 26 which did not form the results were not 
always reprodueable0 As indicated by Mos0 299 30, 31; and 32 the use 
calcined ferrous oxalate to reduce the volume of gas did not improve 
results* The data concerning Eos* 33 and 34 show that satisfactory 
results could not be obtained with the same flour as used by Meyer*

Although a number of the slags formed, fayalite or other mineral 
phases could not be detected by the author using the petrographie
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SeriesNoo 5§ Slags formed In the induction furnace

The melting points of Series 5 slags were to© high t© be obtained 
in the electric resistance furnaces but were easily and quickly reaetied 
in the induction furmeso The induction furnace was sis© used to 
ascertain if rapid fusing would eliminate boiling and produce slags in 
which the ferric iron content was not exeessiwo

At the completion of the fusions in each seriess the slags-were 
maintained at various temperatures to induce crystallisation as 
described in Chapter 11$, In previous series the electric resistance 
furnace was used for the fusions and for maintaining the temperature 
..to induce crystallisation© In.Series 5 the induction furnace was used 
for the fusions and the electric resistance furnace for maintaining 
the temperaturee 1  ̂ ... : 1 /'V',/ ; ; .

In this series the., composition- of the charges was variedQ' Points 
on Figure 4 which show. cô sositions used are numbered 3 % 36s 37s 38s " 
39{> and 40o The initial composition of each of these slags was such 
that it would place each well within a particular phase as shown in 
Figure 4o For example Noso 35 and 36 are well within the Anorthite 
phase and if complete crystallisation took place 55 and 52 per cent 
respectively of the resulting product after fusion should be Anorthite» 
it was hoped that crystals of sufficient size would, be- formed s© that 
the phases$ if presents could be identified with the petrographie 
microscope© : .

The amount of flour addeds the desired composition and the 
amounts of reagents used for each charge are shown in Table 5=-A® In 
Table 5-B are given the maximum temperatures obtained in the induction
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forme s's the time of fusion <, the temperature of the electric resistance 
furnaces and the conditions and results of Fusions 35 through 400 The 
indicated melting points according to the diagram shown in Figure 4 
were 12839 12783 1265s 1255s 11585 and 1173 degrees centigrade for 
Fusions 35 through 40 respectively0

Table 5-0 gives the chemical analysis and the phase identified in 
Slag 409' the only slag of the series which contained anisotropic 
: crystals& ■

TiBIE 5-As' Compositions and reagents, used for Fusions 35 through 40„

M0. FL0UB
GBiMS

DESIBED C0MP0SIT10Ns 
PEE CEMT (a)

REAGENTS ADDEDs GRAMS

BiQ2 GaO FeO sio2
■a 2°3

GaO FeC20^2H20
35 0*75 58=7 11=1 20=2 10=0 8=81 3=03 1=66 3=75
536 lo8 45=5 10=4 19=1 25=0 6=82 2=86 1=57 9=38
37 3=5 29=7 8=3 15=0 47=0 4=46' : 2=25 1=24 : 17=6

: 38 4=5 24=1 5=7 10=2 60=0 3=61 1=54 0=85 '■22=5" '

39 ' 3*7 44=3 2=0 3=7 50=0 ' 6=65 0=55 0=30 "k. 18=75
40 4=7 30=8 2=0 - 3=7 63=5 4=63 0=55 0=30 23=80

(a) Numbers 35g 36s 37s 38$ 39s and 40 correspond to 559 52a 412 28s 
10 and 10 per cent anorthite respeetively0



TABLE 5-B'S Cettditioas and results of Fusions 35 through 40«

lOo GOHDITIOES MD mSBLTS (b)

35
and
36

100 35 was viscous at 1400® G o l O o  36 was very viscous at 
.1360©'C 0\®).| los.o 35 and 36 formed fairly well in the induc
tion •’furnace p but the■surfaces of the slags rose from their 
original state when maintained.at 1220© 0o for 24 houra„

v-n
; and 
38

loo 37 was yery fluid at 1350® 0eC©)| lOo 38 was fairly fluid 
at 1340° | slags of Mos0 37 and .38 formed satisfactorily 
in the induction furnace s but corroded through the fire clay 
crucible when maintained at 1220® .Go for 24 hours»

39
: and 
; 40

.:Hoo 39 was very viscous at 1410° C<>(e)$ io0 40 was moderately 
viscous at 1320° §; slags ..©f'HbSo 39 and 40 formed fairly 
well in the induction furnaces but the surfaces of the slags - 
. rose from their original state when maintained at 1070° 6« 
for 19. hours0 ' . ; ; • ■

(b) Slags’of Fusions 35 through 40 wore maintained'in the eleetric 
resistance furnace after being: initially fused, in the induction 
"furnaeec ; - ■

(e) Maximiani temperature attained in the induction, furnace

TABLE 5“Cs Chemical analysis and phase identified in Slag 400

m 0 ASALI2ED GOiFOSITlONs PER CENT PHASE IDEITIF1ED
GaS ALjPj; FeO %

\ 40 40 o? 2o? 9o9 - 25.7 25.2 , , Glass (a) . .
(a) Anisotropic crystals were present but were not . of sufficient sis© 

t© be identified with certainty0. .

The results of T a b l e s h o #  that Slag 40 contained anisotropic 
crystals which were not ©£ sufficient siae to be identified with 
certainty0 .Satisfactory crystallisation did not occur apparently 
because of the excessive.ferric- iron content0 - ; ■
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Referring t© Table 5"B it was found, that by us© of the induction 
furnace slags could be formed0 The improvement s howevera over the 
slags formed in the electric resistance furnace was not sufficient to 
warrant further use of the induction furnace« to explanation for the 
observation that the surface ©f some of the slags rose from their 
original state can not be offered by the author»

is- was the ease with Slag k in Series 1 and Slags 18 and 21 ©f 
Series 3 the composition, of Slag 40 differed to an appreciable extent 
from the original d©sired composition* The principle change was due 
to the oxidation of a large portion of the iron to the ferric state 
and some was likely due to the reaction of the slag with the fire clay 
crucible*, - - - .
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Series M©0 6s Slags formed, using iron erucibles •

As. noted from the analyses ©f Fusions 4a 18 a 21$ and 40 the actual 
composition/was considerably different from that originally desired0 
In particular the lime to alumina ratio changed making it impossible to 
plot the slag on the anorthite-SiQ “FeO join0 In an effort to eliminate
- ■ ■ :: ■, . '■. : . 2 i ' v. ■" ...this condition and to determine if the boiling could be eliminated a 
different procedure was used which was. as follows0:

The general plan was to use iron crucibles and to add iron in the : 
fora of iron silicate instead of using ferrous, oxalate0 Added in this 
manner there would be no large volume of carbon dioxide and water vapor 
involved as was the case when ferrous oxalate was usedo' ' Also the danger 
of the iron in the charge oxidizing to the ferric condition̂  during 
heatinĝ  would be reduced because the iron would already be combined 
with silica or other acid constituentso

To prepare the iron silicate a slag mixture-was compounded as 
usualthe composition and the reagents used are shown in Table 6=4<,
The mixture was fused in a graphite crucible employing a gas fired pot 
furnaceo Wheti fluid the silicate was poured into water* The material 
was then dried s ground to minus 106Maesh9 and analyzed* This iron 
silicate was numbered 41 and its analysis is shown in Table 6«A<> Its 
approximate position on the diagram is shown as HoQ 41 on Figure 4»

Two experiments were performed using fractions of the prepared 
iron silicate* • . •
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Experimisnt Is '

In addition to the two general objectives stated in the first 
paragraphs this experiment was also performed to determine if fayalite 
would be formed and if iron from the crucible would enter the slag as 
an oxide of iron0 A ten-gram portion of iron silicate lo0 41 was fused 
in a small covered iron crucible,, the latter completely surrounded by 
ehareoalp in the electric resistance furnacê  The final composition̂  
temperature3 and time of heating of the final slags which was numbered 
42s is given in Table 6-B0 The phase identified in Slag 42 is also given 
and its approximate position is shown as 42 on Figure 4«

2s

In addition to the objectives previously describeds this experiment 
was performed to determine if crystals other than fayalite would be .re
formed in the iron crucible without the charge reacting excessively 
with the iron crucible<> A seven-gram portion of Slag 41 was mixed with 
three grams of a mixture of limes alumina and silica in the proportion 
contained in the mineral anorthlteo This sables numbered 43 s was 
fused in the same manner as the slag in Experiment 10 The calculated ; 
eompssition̂  final.composition temperature3 time of heating and phase 
identified in S3a g 43 are given in Table Its approximate position
on Figure 4 is shown by the point 43 <,

Photographs of crushed fragmentss sised t© minus 100 plus 150 . 
mesh3 of Slags 42 and 43 are shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectivelŷ
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FIGURE 7 - Slag 42, 65x , Nicols crossed. F represents fayalite, 
G represents glass particles. Exposure time for the 
negative was 55 seconds.

FIGURE 8 - Slag 43, 65%, Nicols crossed. A represents anorthite,
G represents glass particles. Time of exposure for the 
negative was 55 seconds.
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TABLE 6~As Galeulatedp final composition̂  and reagents nsed for 
Fusion 41o

REAGENTS 
ADDED, GEMS

0ALQ0LATE1 
COLFOSlTlONp 
PIE CENT (a)

FINAL
COMPOSITION,
PER GENT

s SiOg . - 23o2 19*32 21,8

»203 . 4o4 3»67 3o7 . . '
CaO - - 2b01 2ol3
FeO ■ - — , 75,0 69.1
Fs^)3 — 0=0 0,0
GaCOm ' 3 v 4o3
Fe020|;°2H2e 225 oO , i-te—^
Flour 5oO —— — — —  '

(a) Corresponds to 10 per cent anorthite

TABLE 6-Bs -Bata concerning Slag 42y Experiment 10

ilgOj CaO FeO ^ 3 Si02
FINAL ANALYZED COMPOSITION 
AFTER HEISLTHG,, PER CENT

3oS 2o06 ■67 06 3o08 .20,48 ,

TEMPERATUEÊ  °C , 1175 c "v : .
THE OF HEATING,' MINUTES 45

1 PHASE IDENTIFIED ' ' Fayalit®
i PHYSICAL CONDITION • Formed m,thout boiling
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TABLES 6=0 s Data concerning Slag 43x, Isperiment 2C

Si02 CaO A1203 Fed Fe2°3
CALCULATED CGHPGSXTXOHs 
PER CENT (a)

28o7 7o6 13*7 50o0 OoO

FI1AL C01P0SITICEs . 
PER CEMT

27 c, 76 7*50 13.83 49.7 1.03

TEMPERATUREs ®0« : 1175
TIME OF HEATIMG-5 MIITOTES 45 ' .. ' ■
PHASE IDE1TIPIED Anorthite
PHYSICAL CONDITION . Formed without boiling ’

Interpretation of results: • '

Referring to .Tables 6=1̂  6»*B and 6=0 it is to be noted, that while 
the eharge reacted to some extent with the iron crucible and that there 
ms some oxidation to. the ferric, state $ there was close agreement 
between the desired and the final compositions of the slags and the 
lime to alumina ratio remained practically constanto The slags fused 
satisfactorily without boiling to form no#=porous masses0 Fayalit© 
was formed and identified in Slag 42a and anorthite was formed and 
identified in Slag 43o. It would seem therefore that the procedure 
followed for these slags offers one satisfactory- method of eliminating 
the trouble from boiling and composition changeo
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PIET II? SMELTER F®HI) SLAGS .

As described in Chapter II <, slowly copied samples of slags were 
obtained from, the center of slag pots and prepared for examination 
under the petrographie microscope0 The four samples were numbered 44? 
45P 46* and 47o ' ' ' ' '
. In . Table 7. are .shown the chemical analyses of these slags s and ' 

the mineral phases identified0 The chemical analyses were supplied by 
the Magma Copper .Company0 ;

Photographs of crushed fragments of Slags 46 and 47p sised to 
minus 100 plus 150 meshs are shown in Figures 9 and 10 respectively<,

TABLE ?s Composition and mineral phases identified in Slags 44> .45s 
46 i, and 47 „

NO, AMilLYZED COMPOSITIONs PER CENT ' PEASES IDENTIFIED (a)
Si02 CaO /a2°3 FeO Gu

44 3202 3*2 6,4 50,2 0,6 Fayalite
45 39o0 6,2 5»8 43o0 0,4 Fayalite
46 35oO 4»4 • 7*2 48,9 0,4 Fayalite
47 32,8 2,2 6,4 53,8 0,5 Fayalite

(a) Slags Mgs 0 46 and 47 were examined by Z«*ray diffraction methods by 
. the Franklin Institute0 The report indicated that no anorthitê  
mullitefl or hereynite could be deteet©ds but that soma fayalite 
was present in each of the slags examinedQ A complete match of 
all the lines in the two patterns could not be made with the data 
in the American Society for Testing Materials index0 This 
apparently indicated that there must be one or more components 
present in the slags which were compounds not recorded in the 
present American Society for Testing Materials index®
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FIGURE 9 - Slag 46, 65x , Nicols crossed, F represents fayalite, 
G represents glass. Exposure time for the negative 
was 55 seconds.

FIGURE 10 - Slag 47, 65x, Nicols crossed. F represents fayalite, 
G represents glass. Time of exposure for the 
negative was 55 seconds.



Interpretation of resaltss

.The formation of fayalite in the slowly cooled saslter slags as 
shown in Table 7 was believed due to the fact that enough time was
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: : ..-.OHfiPSBE X?
GOKGLUSIONS ti© RECOMMBEDATIOMS

(X) The results of Fusioa 4S Series Hoe ls show that anorthite 
(CaO °AlgÔ 0 SSiOg)' will fora 1m a laboratory produeed slago X-ray 
diffraction analysis of this sample made by the Franklia- Institute - 
also showed the presence of anorthite0 Mo other mineral phasesa 

 ̂ however̂  could:be detected by X-ray methods0 The formation of .
- - anorthite . of sufficient ;sige to be identified by the mioroscope 
was likely due to the composition of the slags and to the fact 
that it was maintained at a high temperature for 24 hours0 

(2) The data presented in Series 2 through 4 show that satisfactory 
slags could not be formed by the writer within the range covered by 
Series 2 through 4 inclusive with the amount of flour as recommended 
by Meyer o The ferric iron content was too high when the slags did 
fora2 but usually the slags either sintered or boiled out of the 

. crucibleo . ;
The slags could be made to fora with excess flour as shown by 

Fusions 15 and 19o However2 the results'were not always reproducible 
as shown by samples 18 and 21»

C3) The data of Series N o 5 show that, slags could be formed by 
using the induction furnace| however̂  the improvement over the 
slags formed in the electric resistance furnace was not sufficient 
to warrant further use- of the "induction furnaceG

(4) Comparison of the computed and final compositions of Slags 4S 
18s 212 and 40 indicated,that slags formed in the fire clay 
crucible changed considerably from the desired composition as



computedc, These changes in composition were: likely due to the 
reaction of the slags with the fire clay crucibles 0-

(5) The results of Series Noc 8 show that slags could be formed 
with good agreement between actual and computed compositions by 
the use of iron cruciblesP reducing atmospherep and the addition 
of pre-foraed slags to the charge0

(6) . Referring to Table 6-Cs fayalite was identified in the
laboratory formed Slag 42 by the microscope<, The formation of
this mineral phase with crystals of sufficient size to be identified
by the author was likely due to the composition of the slags and
to the fact that it was maintained at a high temperature for 45 
minuteso

(7) Referring to Table 79 fayalite was identified by the microscope 
in all four samples of the slowly cooled smelter- slags0 Judging, 
by the results of other investigators in determinations made on 
normally cooled smelter slags9 the writer attributed the formation

' of this mineral to the slow rate of cooling <,
- . Slags. 46 and 47 were also examined by 1-ray diffraction methods
. by the Franklin Institute and the examination showed that fayalite 
was present<, A complete match of all lines in the two patterns 
could not be made with the data in the American Society for 
Testing Materials index! The unmatched lines were' apparently 
produced by compounds not recorded in the present American Society 
for Testing Materials indexo

(8) It has been found from the proceeding experiments that by
' fusing the constituents Qa09 FeO» SiOp9: AlgÔ g which make up the ;
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major portion of eopper rererberatory slagsa in eertain proportions 
. and slowly cooling the resulting slags synthetic minerals could be 
formed̂  namelya anorthite and fayalite0

(9) Conclusion 8 suggests that use might be made of various
published equilibrium diagrams that involve the metallic oxides and 
mineral phases mentionedo The diagram of the join GaO-»FeO-= 
anorthite shows in particular that hereynite and anorthite can be 
in ©quilibriumo This indicates s assuming that alumina in PeOv&lgÔ

could act both, as a base .and as an acid in the same
(10) From the practical standpoint perhaps little will be gained 

from, using an equilibrium diagram that gives only melting points 
since in slags of high iron content the composition.may vary over 
a wide range and not change the melting point appreciablŷ
Howevera as indicated from the work of Feild ©n the viscosity of 
blast furnace slagsa future work on the viscosity of high Iron 
slags might prove of practical value0 A hint that this could be 
the case is shorn by the data concerning Slags 37 and 38 which 
indicated that although they contained 15 and 10o2 per cents of 
initial alumina respectively they were quite fluid in comparison 

• : with the other slagso
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